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How do you know when an incident is 
occurring?



How do you know when an incident is 
occurring?

You observe it.



How do you know what actions to take 
when an incident is occuring?



@nora_js



Human Factors and 
Systems Safety

Aren’t you all just the “no” people on Twitter?

Hopefully not!



“Resilience is not about reducing errors. 
It’s about enhancing the positive 

capabilities of people and organizations 
that allow them to adapt effectively and 

safely under pressure”

- Dekker, Woods, Cook
@nora_js



John Allspaw’s Heuristics



Heuristic 1: “What is the first thing you 
ask yourself in an incident?”



“What changed?”



Heuristic 2: Widen the search



Heuristic 3: Convergence Searching



How do you know what to do when an 
incident is occuring?



Experts use their knowledge base to 
recognize typicality.

“I’ve been here before” phenomenon 



A case: Unexpected Self-Inflicted DDoS 
of service discovery infrastructure



How do people work when everything is 
underwater?





Key Questions after every “charged” incident
● Who to interview?
● What to focus on in those interviews?
● What to focus on in a report?
● Who to share this report with?





Cognitive Interviews
Knowledge and perspective gleaned in early interviews can point to important new 
topics to continue exploring:

● Relevant ongoing projects
● Past incidents 
● Past experiences



Iteratively informed and contrasted the results of the cognitive interviews 
with other sources of data.



My biggest finding?
Expertise on the service discovery infrastructure was scattered and limited 
throughout the organization.



How I formatted the after-incident “process”



Used the report as an opportunity to 
teach the organization about this piece of 

infrastructure.



Experts in the audience?



“With experience, a person gains the 
ability to visualize how a situation 

developed and can imagine how it’s 
going to turn out. Experts can see what 

is not there.” 

- Seeing the Invisible (Klein and 
Hoffman)



Performance Improvement = Errors      + Insights

Seeing What Others Don’t - Gary Klein



Incident Analysis can fuel this insight 
generation.



Actual examples from how incident 
analysis fueled insight generation. 















Are your incident reports written to be 
filed or written to be read?





“Expertise takes time and space.

Create that time and space.”

- J. Paul Reed



Despite all the automation in the world and all the testing — we will never get to 
zero incidents, we will always have surprises. 

Those surprises will be costly if organizations don’t invest time in developing 
and honing the adaptive capacity of each engineer in the organization. 

So, my challenge and question to you is, how are you developing this?


